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(Translation) 
The Supply of the Kuropem. Community Comitries with Knricked Utaniuu: i.>7 3 

A L.irvey regaiding the supply or em i.ched uranium co the: coar.tr.•••» of 
the tuiupean Community issued by the statistical department of the i'-..r jpuan 
Communities points out the fact that imports in 1973 fell slightly L -i.i>* 
compared with the previous year (1). However the quoted figured ar_ ..m.~ 
leading to the extent that the Federal Kepublic of Germany under ttw. 
Agreement of Balancing Exchanges did not import any enr: chcd ura.iiui;. ur 
storage during the year under review in contrast to 1971 and 197^. 
Consequently the imports of the six original European Community com.-. :it:s 
to satisfy short term demands rose by 11% compared with 1972 (2) . 'iue 
share in the total imports of qua;..ities designated for consumption in 
outside countries after processing in plants of the European Couununit . 
rose aqain strongly and reached 25% for 1973, (16% in 1972). As in 
previous years more than 90% of all consumers obtained the enriched 
uranium by enrichment sub-contracts. The rust was supplied by 
purchasing contracts, hire contracts or credit conti.. -s. 

As in the past over 80% of the enriched uranium was obtained in 
the form of uranium hexafluoride. However U0, imports rose in 197 3. 
They now represent almost 20% of all imports. 

The predominant part of the Imported material is earmarked for uae in nuc 
power plants, specifically for light water reactors (LWR). Its 
enrichment is therefore low (below 4.5% U-235). The demand for highly 
enriched uranium specifically for research reactors did not increase. 
Therefore its share in the total imports fell from 9% in the year 
1970 to 3% in the year 1973. 

(1) Compare also with Atomwirtschaft 18 (Nov. 1973) page 527. 

(2) The imports by the United Kingdom to meet its own demands could 
not )>e incorporated into the statistics. These imports were 
made on the basis of a bilateral agreement with the U.S.A. and 
not by contract with the Supply Agency. However the ttatistica 
do contain quantities imported into Britain for further processing 
and re-exportation to the 6 original countries of the European 
Community. 
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Because the custs of enricheu uranium imports were not available 
for the statistics, import values were calculated using world market 
prices. In order to produce 11,113 ky U-235, 2000 toî , of natural 
uranium in form of uranium hexafluoride had to be supplied to the 
separation plants. Because the price for uranium concentrate in 19 7-
was still 56 per lb. U,0 and the price of conversion to UP was in t 

3 o o 
nci .iibourhood of $2.70 yer kg uranium the Utv, purchases had a value ;,_• 
approx. $37 x 10 . making into account the enxiciu. ;nt price of v . 
per uranium separation work unit in 1973 the separation cost made up item 
1.52 x 10 separation work units equalled about $55 x 10 . The resu^uig 
total value oi the imports came to approx. $92 x 10 , 40% of this sum .as 
paid for the raw material and 60% for the enrichment. 

63% (6900 kg) of the approx. 11,000 Kg U235 imported in 1973 ~y 
the 6 original countries of the European Community were further processed 
in German plants. However, the share of the German nuclear industry in 
this work is decreasing, mainly because of the relatively large share 
(16*) achieved by British manufacturers in the processing work for the 
6 original Countries of the European Community. For the first tine 
Britain supplied a quantity of fuel elements required in the nuclear 
I jwer stations of the Community "six", particularly in France and Belgium. 
In general terms a tendency towards an international market for nuclear 
fuel processing and fuel element manufacture is becoming apparents-
50% of the enriched uranium imported into the European Community in 1973 
was processed by a country not identical with the country of final 
consumption. (25% are re-exported to other countries in the Community, 
25% to countries outside the Community, above all Cweden). This can be 
regarded as one of the most important developments in the nuclear fuel 
industry of the European Community in 1973. 


